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HEALTHY FOUNDATIONS 2

So, growing your own is important.  Eating what is grown locally is important, if
you can get 

◦ Non-GMO
◦ Organic.

Why is non-GMO important and what is GMO?

GMO is an acronym that stands for Genetically Modified Organism.  It means that 
scientists have added some genetic material – a gene or two to an organism so that is 
performs better.  Translation – is more disease resistant, lasts longer after harvesting, 
etc.

What’s wrong with GMO’s?

Two things.

One, - we don’t know the long term effects of GMOs upon us and upon animals 
that eat GMO foods.   We do know that some animals will completely shun the GMO 
foods.  We also know the some animals eating specific GMO crops die. 

Two, some GMO foods alter the make-up of our micro-biome in our gut.  This is a 
BIG problem.

First, 70% plus of our immune system is in our gut, courtesy of the friendly 
bacteria that dwell there.  GMOs tend to alter the genetic make-up of these bacteria 
which changes the usefulness of the bacteria to us.

Second, GMOs that have been genetically modified for the usage of Round-up, the 
active ingredient of which is glyphosate, and has been found to foul-up the production of 
neurotransmitters.  The neurotransmitters produced in the gut are sent to the brain and 
help with our brain function. Because glyphosate is involved, we are not able to utilize 
three amino acids that are essential for neurotransmitter production.  Therefore, we don’t
produce as many and our brains don’t receive as many from the gut as they should. 
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So, to keep your gut healthy and functioning the way it should, bolstering your 
immunity and producing the neurotransmitters you need for your brain, don’t eat GMO.

About local, it’s much more likely to be fresh and RIPE, containing all those 
nutrients and benefits that God intended.


